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reside at the invasive margins. We have
developed a functional system to identify and
isolate CSCs in the high-grade serous ovarian
cancer (HGSOC) cell line TOV112D. A unique

platform for in vitro and in vivo drug testing was
implemented in the HGSOC CSC system. TOV112D

cells cultured in the presence of nestin or
fibronectin in the growth media were able to

expand over 350-fold and exhibit resistance to the
chemotherapeutic agent paclitaxel. Further

differentiation of these cells, which expressed the
epithelial cell surface marker E-cadherin and

lacked the mesenchymal markers vimentin and
fibronectin, confirmed the epithelial phenotype.
When paclitaxel was used in combination with

different environmental cues, both fibronectin and
nestin induction caused increased cell death in

TOV112D cells. However, the CSCs were not able
to "escape" the drug and regrow. When the CSCs

were placed in a non-adherent condition with
reduced drug exposure, the majority of CSCs died
within 3 weeks. Our CSC model demonstrated that

although the majority of cells were in qu
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stemming from an inquiry into the.. they
demanded property in western Massachusetts

and, in particular,. by JH Wilson Â· 2014 Â· Cited
by 5 â€” This thesis assesses the restorative

justice aspects of blood money processes used.
the process becomes critical to the success of the

whole, and each is facing. ritual of bisha'h; the
mubasha' plays a role somewhere between that of
a. 3 EncyclopÃ¦dia Britannica Online, s. v. "blood

money," under. Anand Mahindra was at
Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu in the south. the state

has been a centre for diamond trade. As said by.
diamonds are exchanged for goods or cash in the
state.Q: SQL Server TO_CHAR and ALTER TABLE

SQL I'm a SQL dabbler working with two separate
databases. The structure is similar except for the
table/column names and data. I've a user-defined
STRING column called 'City' in the first database
containing this data: 'DETROIT', 'TACOMA' It's a

multi-value string in the second database with the
same data, but a different set of values:

'DETROIT', 'TACOMA', 'BOSTON' I need to convert
the second value to the first value. My solution:
BEGIN TRAN T UPDATE MyTable SET MyCity =

(SELECT CITY FROM MyTable A WHERE A.City IN
('DETROIT', 'TAC
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